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Featured Collections:



DLA Design
Location: DLA Design, London
Sector: Office
Collection: Amtico Signature & Amtico Carpet
Products & Laying Patterns: Amtico Signature - White Wash Wood,  
Chroma Blue and Quill Kohl (laid Arrow DC247) 
Amtico Carpet - Check Pique and Variations 4 Lapis (installed Monolithic)

When researching ideas for their 
Amtico design competition entry, 
DLA Design found inspiration right 
on their doorstep.

Created exclusively for 
the Amtico RIBA Design 
Competition, and now 
available as part of 
Architects’ Choice, DLA 
Design’s entry ‘Workshop’ 
can now be found in their 
Clerkenwell offices as a 
feature floor space. The 
linear nature of the flooring 
conveys the metal, brick 
and timber materiality 
of workshop buildings in 
the local area, which have 
since become popular with 
creative industries.

The flooring design for the 
entrance and reception 
areas was created using the 
Amtico Signature collection 
in an Arrow laying pattern. 
Dark timber (Quill Kohl) and 
metallic patterns (Chroma 
Blue) invoke a rich patina, 
which contrasts with a 
highlight of white washed 
timber (White Wash Wood).

White Wash Wood,
Chroma Blue and Quill Kohl
Variations 4 Lapis



In addition, two Amtico 
Carpet tile products were 
used in the meeting rooms 
and hallways to introduce 
a warm and welcoming 
environment. 

The ‘Check’ modular carpet 
in ‘Pique’ provides a textural 
pattern that fades in and out 
of focus, while a border of 
‘Variations 4’ in ‘Lapis’ offers 
an elegant quality in an  
all-loop construction.

The change in texture from 
LVT to carpet helps to define 
zones, reflective of the 
different areas of the office 
space and their function, 
while the use of similar 
colours keeps the design 
connected throughout.

DLA Design

flooring for a high 
impact entrance 
and long term 
performance

for vibrant 
and durable 
meeting areas

LVT Carpet 
tiles 

give an artisan 
feel to this 
contemporary 
design

2 woods

Variations 4 Lapis

Check Pique



The Amtico Carpet tiles 
collection is an extensive 
range of 11 individual 
collections, 22 designs 
and 106 colourways. 

They all offer impactful flooring 
together with excellent fade 
resistance, soil resistance 
and texture retention. These 
qualities are bolstered by a 
specialised bleach resistant 
technology that prevents 
colour fade from bleach spills 
and splashes. Amtico Carpet 
products are supplied with a 10 
year warranty.

The modular carpet tile system 
provides distinctive layers of 
texture and colour throughout 
the building, with the ‘Check’ 
carpet in ‘Pique’ offering a rich 
contrast to the darker tones of 
the ‘Variations 4’ tiles in ‘Lapis’.

Check  
Pique - 52953 

Variations 4  
Lapis - 34240

DLA Design

Check Pique
Variations 4 Lapis (border)



Signature is our 
flagship collection 
of 163 products: 
69 Woods, 43 Stones 
and 51 Abstracts. 

This sophisticated collection 
combines original palettes, 
distinctive patterns and 
stunning details. 

The design-led, high-
performance LVT products 
have a total thickness of 
2.5mm and a 1mm wear layer. 
Signature products also carry 
a 20 year warranty. 

DLA Design

Quill Kohl 
AR0W8050

White Wash Wood
AR0W7680

Chroma Blue
AR0ACH99

Featured Products:

White Wash Wood,
Chroma Blue and Quill Kohl



DLA Design 
Laying Pattern

Arrow is a striking and 
confident geometric 
pattern with shifting 
rows of parallelogram 
tiles. It is an abstraction 
of a traditional pattern, 
allowing for imaginative 
product combinations. 
Arrow’s precise beauty 
and dynamic movement 
is a stunning example of 
Amtico’s advanced cutting 
capabilities.

Arrow

Laying pattern:  
Arrow DC247 



“Our `Workshop’ design really links the office 
spaces together through the new entrance and 
breakout area. The full height windows allows 
light to flood in over the new Amtico flooring, 
providing a visually striking feature as people 
enter the space. It has allowed us to showcase 
the practice as the creative workspace it is, 
which is paramount when meeting with clients 
and consultants. 

“Since the flooring has been laid, we’ve already 
had visitors commenting on the design and 
enquiring where it is from - we’re really pleased 
with the impact it has had.”
Jake Grousset
DLA Design Group
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